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BOAT-HOU8B AND WHARP, GRAND KANAN.

A

A RUN ACROSS GRAND MANAK•

.. I shall no more to sea, to sea ;
Here sball I die ashore." -'-SHA KB8PBA RE .

BEAUTI FUL as it is, the first blossoming of the wayside golden-rod does
not bring unmixed satisfaction to the summer idler, since it but too

surely prefigures the term to his capricious wanderings as all too nigh.
Having had the good fortune to meet with an old and respected resident of

Grand Manan, of goodly countenance withal, and a full mau besides, we talked
the matter over before a rousing fire one evening, with the result that when
the Flushing steamed out of Eastport the next morning, I found myself on
board of her. On some of the large steamers that ply these waters, the inquir
ing traveller more often gets a curt answer than a civil one; but on any of the
smaller coastwise vessels, where there is less red tape and gold lace, one finds a
refreshing willingness to give information which, as it adds so much to the
interest of the voyage, while it costs the giver nothing at all, one will not be
slow to appreciate. This is well. Even a steamboat captain may sometimes
entertain angels unawares.

I wish everyone might have as perfect a day for the voyage as I did. The
run out into the open sound occupied scarce an hour. The boat was then
headed straight for the island in order to take advantage of the eddy formed by
the rushing up of the ebb out of the Bay of Fundy, against the northern head
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of Grand MaDan, by which the hurrying flood is deflected oft the shore of the.
island.

We now held the coasts of Campobello and of Grand Kanan under the eye
from stormy cape to frowning headland. Away oft to the eastward of this
pusage, the low-lying clump of rocks called the Wolves could be dimly made
out. They are aptly named, for a more hungry-looking pack never beset the
bewildered mariner's stormy path. Kanan was yet distant when we first
made out three or four white specks clinging or floating, one could scarce tell
which, about the water's edge, and down at the very bottom of a deep fissure
opening in the clitts above. This forlorn little spot is Dark Harbor; no harbor
at all, but a place where a few fishermen have their huts in summer, on account
of a natural herring-pond formed there by the sea-wall under the cliffs. The

. fish run into this pond at the flood, and are taken out in shoals at the ebb.
Once there was something of a cove here, but in some great gale the sea sealed
it up to everything larger than a fishing-boat, and so it remains.

From every distant point the resemblance of Grand Manan to a long and
regular wall of rock strikes every one alike. Sometimes it looks like the edge
of a storm brooding over the sea. But on getting closer to it, what has appeared
to us like a regular wall now breaks up into a series of monster headlands over
which the upper forest rolls cataracts of green half way down the cool gorges
between. There they meet the naked rock. Out of these billowy masses the
stark and mutilated cliffs force their way into the sunshine, seamed with a
thousand scars and glistening with moisture. Except the handful of cabins
seen at Dark Harbor, all these long leagues of shore, all this immense lift of
cliff and forest, is one unbroken solitude, - a fact going far to augment its
terrors with sailors.

On closing with the island we found deep water and bold shores. Soon we
were cutting through the glossy black shadows that the Northern Head flings
down,- a dark-browed, beetling giant, so hewed and hacked about its base, so
bulging and impending overhead, that one's thoughts are soon busy with the
notion of how easily it could crush our egg-shell of a boat. That is one way of
taking account of its height. How slowly we creep by it! That helps us to
form some idea of its mass. And how disdainfully it seems brushing aside the
torrent that comes pouring out of the Bay of Fundy as if ocean's flood-gates had
been suddenly opened to its foam and fury I Now we are among the tide-rips,
and it is now steam against a waste of leaping water into which the colossal
headland has forced its iron beak. We make a bold push through it, how
ever, leaving two or three fishing-boats bobbing helplessly up and down in our
wake; for the wind has died away under the cliffs, and tugging at the oar is but
slow work here.

Having left behind the isolated rock called the Bishop, which the great
Northern Head seems dandling on its huge club-foot, Whale Cove quickly comes
in sight. The side of the island seems actually gouged out. to make room for it
between the deformed crags of Fish Head, at the east and the equally hideous
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Eel Brook Point at the west. A fog-horn is located on: the high bluff here to
warn vessels off, or guide them by its sound. Here, too, was the scene of a dis
mal wreck, which no islander has yet forgotten, though it happened full forty
years or more ago. We are soon up with Swallow-Tail Point, another murder
ous-looking heap of naked rock, on whose prostrate neck the lighthouse seems
planting its oonquering.Joot and lifting its bming spear. Turning this last
point, the Flwhing slipped quietly into Flagg's Cove, a.ud up to her wharf,
whioh is ascended hy means of an Inclined plane, extremely suggestive of the
roof of a house rising out of a submerged village.

Flagg's Cove is not much of a harbor, it is true. But one hardly expects to
find either so large or so neat-looking a settlement in such an out-of-the-way
place. Boats dot the water; fish-houses skirt the beach j a tier of cottages
rises at the back. I found it but the type of many a secluded nook of the New
England coast, or perhaps it may be better described as an assemblage of one
and two story' houses, all cast in the same mould, As there yet exist no osten-
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tatious exhibits of wealth to make the fisherman's poor cottage seem poorer, one
accepts the prevailing stamp of democracy as the product of native, not of
forced growth. By the same token we may dismiss it as readily for its want
of interest.

We have just seen the great western coast-wall of Grand Manan, inaccessible
alike to foot of man or wrath of storm, throughout its whole length. We now see
that behind this wall the land makes a gradual descent to the sea-level at the
Bay of Fundy shore, though even thi; low-lying coast is bolted to the great
western wall with ribs of rock that at intervals run quite across the island
into the sea, thus forming several harbors between them. It looks tame, how
ever, in compnriaon with the precipitous side. Then again, this eastern side is
all crushed away, so forming islands which serve to defend the harbors and
break off the sea, while the western admits nothing and harbors nothing. One
might say that the island turned its back to Maine, but opened its arms to
Nova Scotia.

Grand Manan Island is said to have been discovered by Champlain in the
year 1604. He is supposed to have put into Wllule Cove for a harbor,
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Long &gO, even before it was inhabited by white men, and possibly before it·
was inhabited at all, since we are without any definite record of its ever hav~
been a permanent residence of the natives, this island was the known landmark
for the Saint John River, and is so set down in old French charts. But its for
bidding coast, its baftling currents, and outlying shoals, among which it was
equally dangerous to get becalmed or be driven by stress of weather, were looked
upon with dismay, rather than delight, so that it was seldom visited by sailors.
On the other hand, its isolation was a stumbling-block to settlement. Thus it
was left to slumber on, in its ocean cradle, until some exiled Royalists from New
England pitched upon it for their home,'

The observing Champlain, who saw almost everything worth seeing on our
coasts, calls this island Mathane, probably because his native interpreters gave
it that sound in naming it to him, and he quite correctly estimates its length
at six leagues; but he has little else to say of it except to indicate its position
and bearings. The learned Charlevoix, who was ever on the alert for what was
marvellous, tells us th~t "three-quarters of a league off Grand Hanan there is
a rock, almost always under water, which is nothing but one great lapis-lazuli.
They say, moreover," he continues, "that the Commander Razilli broke off a
piece which he sent into France, and that the Sieur Denys, who saw it, said it
was.esteemed worth ten crowns the ounce."

Whether the whole of this rock was carried into France, or sunk in the
ocean by the gnome who guarded it, it is certain that it is not laid down on any
chart or found in the cabinet of any museum. Coming as they did from the
pen of a holy father of the Church, such tales were undoubtedly buzzed about
the seaports of France as gospel truth, so turning many eyes toward the new
Eldorado across the sea.

As touching the islanders themselves, visitors are apt to feel disappointment
because they do not show singularities as striking, in their way, as the scenery
of their island. Hard labor, simple manners, and enforced economy make very
plain folk. But there are neither barbarians nor cannibals on this island. A
man is considered well off who owns a fairly good house, a mowing-lot, a few
sheep, some pigs, and two or three cows. If he have a horse besides, he would
be an object of envy to his neighbors. But every one has his boat, his nets, and
his smoke-house. Each little settlement, too, has its churches and schoolhouses;
and a common-school education is all that these people can afford or even aspire
to. They maintain, in their isolated situation, a sort of sturdy little republic
in which a man who should appeal to the law against his neighbor is considered
a bad citizen. In consequence, I believe there is not a lawyer on Grand Manan.
So long as the fishery holds out, matters go along smoothly enough; the real
strain comes when there is a falling off in that one resource. That means a
season of grinding poverty. The young men grow discontented and leave the
island; the old folks get along as best they may. Now the only man who can
live exclusively on fine scenery is the summer visitor. It follows that he is
looked upon as the apostle of a new life, and his coming eagerly waited for.
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One thing struck me as worth noting down here, possibly because the
demonstration came unawares. The refining influences of city life and city

associations are nowhere more observable than in the
men and women who have gone out of the home village
and come back to it after the lapse of years to visit their
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the shore by a deep and ragged gully, through which the tide pours with
wicked gurgling noises. A few sheep were cropping the grass-tufts among the
ledges on which the lighthouse stands, from which the whole eastern shore of
Manan is spread out to view as on a chart. As one looks around on the crim
son sea, at the shadows creeping up the swart faces of the great cliffs, into the
black gorges underneath, or off upon the fading shores that hedge these seas
about, it is hard to realize that the island is sometimes cut off from the main
land for months at a time, or surrounded with such terrors that a good offing
and sharp watch constitute the mariner's best hope.

Wbile the keeper went about the very simple task of lighting up, which he
did by taking an ordinary kerosene hand-lamp from a shelf and putting it inside
the magnifying lenses, I remarked to him that he was using the old-fashioned
burner with one wick. He then said, by ,yay of explanation, that not long
before he had heard of a new burner which, he was assured, would greatly
increase the power of his light. A bright idea struck him. He would buy the
new burner with his own money, give it a trial, and if it proved what had been
claimed for it, he would then notify his inspector, with the full assurance that
his action would be suitably received and commended, The double burner was
accordingly tried and found to work to a charm. In great glee, the keeper posted
a letter to his inspector, setting forth his discovery as modestly as possible. By
the return post he received a peremptory order to restore the old burner again,
and there it is now.

No visitor to Grand Manan should miss seeing the cliffs at the Bouthern
Head. As well go to Rome without seeing Saint Peter's, or to Buffalo without
seeing Niagara Falls. Moreover, as the one road traversing :Grand Manan
from end to end joins the several settlementa together, all being on this
eastern shore, this excursion allows one to see all the inhabited parts both
going and returning, besides affording an excellent survey of tbe island itself.

For this excursion lily landlord provided rne with a horse that could easily
do four miles an hour - five, perhaps, with urging. There are sixteen miles of
road. That would make four hours for the trip, though I had reckoned on
doing it in three at the outside. Eight miles are good, two more indifferent,
the rest positively bad. The road mostly hugs the shore, often giving
delightful glimpses off upon the bay or out among the islands. Thus the
ocean was always close at hand; though at low tide one gets the impression
that it has forsaken its bed.

I passed through in succession the villages of Centreville, Wbod~vard's

Cove, Grand Harbor, and Seal Cove, all of which lay in a Sabbath-like stillness.
Sometimes the road would dart out upon a strip of shingle, within reach of the
bounding waves; sometimes it cut through a forest of firs, or wound itself
round one of the long ribs I have spoken of as crossing the island.

The soil is everywhere thin and stony. A very small breadth is brought
under cultivation, though there is now and then a fairly good farm. Grass
grows indifferently, but the Grand Mananer's favorite crop is potatoes. Both
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. fruit an~ shade. trees looked undersized and scrawny. Now and then I stopped
to ask a question or two. As everybody seemed to know the horse I was driv
ing, he served my turn as well as a letter of introduction could have done.

At Seal Cove I found the prettiest of all the island settlements. It lies
about the hollow of the hills, one of which rises high above it, through which
a stream runs down into the sea. Over this stream a bridge is thrown. You
cross the bridge and climb the long hill-side to a meeting-house at its top, find-

, ing it a guiding landmark in .& double sense. This is the last cove before
reaching the land's end.

Beyond Seal Cove the road dwindled to two deep ruts, either miry or well
sprinkled with loose stones, over which I jolted for another hour. At the end
of this jaunt I ran up against a gate closing the road just where a brook crosses
it. Pulling the horse through by the bit, and pushing the gate to after me, I
found the land suddenly heaved up in front of me ill one great curving embank
ment. Plainly Iny journey's end was near, 'l'his, too, was surmounted, Upon
l-eaching the hill-top, the building whieh serves as both dwelling and lighthouse
showed itself at the far edge of a grassy plateau, the first habitation seen for
miles, and the last on Grand Manan.

Th~ road is indeed long and tiresome, but the arrival pays for all.
Perched like a sentry-box on the wall of some gigantic fOl·tress, the light

house is the only object attaching you to the wOl·ld you seem to have left.
One cannot choose but surrender at discretion to the spell that surrounds this
charmed shore.

A path serpentines along the grassy rim of the cliffs, where harebells nod
as you pass. But caution is. necessary, as a single false step would send you
headlong three hundred feet from top to bottom.1 For an hour I walked on
without either knowing or caring where I went, sometimes in the open, some
times in the woods, and as often as I turned aside to look over the dizzy edge
at my side the same startling sight was repeated, the same enormous shapes
rose up dar~ and threatening out of the profound .depths below.

"Can anything be sweeter than the certainty of being alone? In any
widely known spot you are in a constant dread of an incursion of tourists;
the hallooing of guides, the loud-voiced admiration, the bustle, whether of fast
ening horses, or of unpacking provisions, or of airing opinions, all disturb
the budding sensation; civilization recovers its hold upon" you. But here,
what security and what silence I nothing that recalls man; the landscape is just
what it 'has been these six thousand years." . •

The path zig-zags in and out in order to turn the tremendous breaches made
at intervals in the side of the cliffs. The shore is therefore notched like the
teeth of a saw. Now a headland starts out before you; now you are coasting the
edge of a deep and wild gorge, with your back turned to the ocean; or if just a
little venturesome, you may be edging your way cautiously out, in order to look
over the brink into the pit below, though not until after taking firm grasp of
some friendly sapling. But one such look will usually suffice.
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The peculiar form of this shore is such as to make the walk around it a
notable experience. I have explained that the cliffs do not extend in a regular
line at all, as one might suppose, but at short intervals they bulge out ~eat

elephantine heads, all flowing down with savage grace into the foaming surf
beneath. Some show a scarce broken front, some are shattered as if by a Cyclo
pean hammer. And there they stand braced to meet the thunderous roll of the
Atlantic ground-swell.

These protruding masses form again deep gorges. At the bottom there may
be a little strip of beach, but more often a heaped-up wall formed of blocks of .
'stone that have come crashing down from above, followed by an avalanche of
loosened earth. The trees that creep down into these gorges are stunted, mis
shapen, and interlaced, as if for mutual support. But trees are dwarfed, every
thing is dwarfed, by comparison with the cliffs. Then again, the peculiar
structure of the cliffs themselves is an interesting study, because on inspection
the fleshless backbone and ribs of natural rock are found imbedded in clinging
masses of indurated earth or conglomerate that take wonderfully weird forms,
but which the pitiless gnawing of wind, frost, and storm have stripped off, so
exposing the gaunt skeleton itself, with its monstrous bones protruding. The
prevailing color is a reddish brown, like iron-rust, which shines with a dull
brightness. In some spots the crevices were blue with harebells. Never
flowers bloomed in wilder place, or more quickly turned one's thoughts away
from the shuddering horror of the precipice to which they clung trembling r

The mutilation everywhere evident - although the waves have torn away
the cliffs in some spots more than in others - tells more eloquently than words
how the conflict rages here when the storm king comes with his chariot and
his horses.

u Then comes, with an awful roar,
Gathering and Rounding on,

The storm-wlnd from Labrador,
The wind Euroclydon,

The storm-wind I"

Just a word more about these cliffs, without which. one would be apt to
fancy it a scene of magnificent desolation.

At first the .silenee was something not to be described. But at the moment
when I showed myself at the top of a deep and wide gorge, the whole dark
interior grew suddenly alive with white-winged sea-gulls th~t have their rook
eries among the nooks and crannies of these crags. In a twinkling the whole
colony rose screaming in the air. It was a beautiful sight, - a redeeming sight,
- this myriad of white wings sailing or wheeling in graceful evolutions about
bhe dun walls of the chambered crags, or circling up around my head. The air
was all alive with the creaking of wings and cries of alarm. It was, indeed,
as if some enormous sea-wave had suddenly sen.t. its foaln high up among the
cliffs; for, on finding that I meal\t them no hum, \\\~ ~\\s settled back among
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the rooks again by t\VOS and threes, and but for their plaintive little cries
all was as quiet as before.

From these creatures the locality has taken the name of Sea-Gull Cliffs.
It seems that these gulls were in danger of extermination until. the people

of the island awoke to the necessity of preserving them as one.of its attractions.
In the first place, some thoughtless person introduced foxes to the island.
These animals soon drove the gulls tq retreats inaccessible either to man or
beast,' Then came the caprice for wearing the snow-white breasts and wings
on ladies' bonnets. This brought a swarm of eager hunters down upon the
gulls, and soon drove them to make their rookeries still farther' out, so that few
.remained in their old haunts. At this' stage 'the law was invoked for their
protection, much to the amusement of the law-makers, be it said, who could not
see why such a useless thing as a gull should be made to occupy their serious
attention.

"I will tell you why, gentlemen," said the champion of the gulls of Grand
:Manan. "We islanders get OU1· living by fishing. Now f01" one thing, the
gulls show us where fish are schooling, for they fish as well as we; and so
where we see gulls sailing about the water we steer our boats. We don't want

.them killed ~ff, because, dumb creatures though they are, their instinct helps us

. to Iive,"
By "this time the provincial legislature had settled itself to listen.
~"For another thing, gentlemen," the spokesman for the gulls went on, "our

men are often caught out in the bay in a fog; and when that happens, the
screams .the gulls set up if a boat or a vessel comes near the cliffs - for you
must knowy.gentlemen, that a gull can see enough farther than a man-often
does us a good turn in a bad place, by letting us know where we are. We
don't w'!Lnt the gulls destmyed, because they help to keep us from death by
shipwreck. That's all I have to say."

The bill was passed without further speech-making.
I have not yet said a word about the natural curiosity so long known to

sailors as the Old Maid, but more recently rechristened as the Southern Cross.
It so happens that in very many places the cliffs bristle with splinters of

upright rock, sticking up out of the shattered waste, like monuments to the
ruin that surrounds them. As these pointed rocks, or pinnacles, are warm and
dry, they are a favorite perch for the gulls, and when one is thus occupied, the
lonely stone has also its symbolic dove. It is one of these detached shafts of
stone, standing on a pedestal of broken, weed-shagged ledge by the shore, that is
rudely but strikingly worked out in the form of a cross. Though it is easily
reached from below, I found the place extremely difficult of access from the
top of the cliff.

One of the singularities of this island is that, while it is only sixteen miles
long, vegetation is more forward by a full fortnight at the northern than at the
southern end, thus reversing the climatic law existing on the mainland: This
fact was vouched for by several respectable persons. It is owing, perhaps, to
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the greater prevalence of cold fogs, with their accompanying humidity, which
renden a fire u indispensable in summer u in winter here.

Upon going up into the lantern of the lighthouse,' I saw the long blue line
of the Nova Scotia coast, in one direction, thirty to forty miles distant, and by
a slight change of position, looked directly into the mouth of Cutler Harbor,
in :Maine. On this side, the Machias Seal Rocks, distinguished by their twin
towers, stood up, sharp and clear, from the low-lying ledges, while on the other,
the lonely Gannet Rock lifted its warning shaft far out to sea.

But the afternoon was wearing away. Already the ocean wu taking a
deeper tint as the sun neared his journey's end, yet seemed to linger, that we
might look on the enrapturing scene just a little longer. Every moment the
sunburned faces of the aged cliffs grew a deeper red, so bringing sharply out
all the myriad ridges, and leaving in shadow all the myriad grooves, that furrow
them from top to bottom. The red glow seemed to diffuse itself about the air,
which grew warm and ruddy. A thin, blue haze - transparent as gauze, delicate
88 incense - stole up out of the black gorges, curling from rock to rock, hanging
its draperies to this pinnacle and that knob, 8S if each hideous cavern were
being prepared for a flte of the fairies. No noise but the languid wash of
water in and out among the rocks. Even the gulls nestled close in their
rookeries. There was nothing to mar the exceeding peace that fell on land and
Se&. The dark-browed cliffs seemed bowing their heads in silent adoration.
The ocean fell to a slow and regular motion. Twilight drew her cool hand across
the slumberous waters; and as the light of day faded out, a faint glimmer from
the lighthouse tower told us that the watchman was there at his post. It was
time to tum homeward. It would soon be dark. No; there glided the moon
up out of the ocean to light me on my way.

1 The Island forms the Parish of Grand Manan, which contains about twenty-eight
hundred InhabitantR, though the numberftuctuates from causes mentioned in the text. A
good many able-bodied young men ship on board American vessels. Of late the island Is
not holding itt. own. Two councillors attend to local affa.il1l. Small suitt., Involving not more
than eighty dollan, a.re tried before a local magistrate. Other causes have to go to SaInt
Andrews, the shire town. About half the acreage of the Island, including most of the wood
land, is owned by a land company; the rest is in small holdings. There Is some ship-timber
remaining, but It Is only a few years since forest fires destroyed much the greater part. Most
of the woodland Is on the west shore. Manan haa an average breadth of four miles,

S The height of the cliffs had been variously estimated at from three hundred and fifty
to four hundred feet, un'til Professor Baird found them to be three hundred feet by actual
meuurement.

• Gull Cliff LIght shows alternately red and white. It lights the entrance to the Bay of
Fundy.




